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A Word From the Big Chair
Happy 35th birthday CAR !
Well That’s a long time to a newby like myself. It is appropriate, at
times like this, to reflect on the past, and take stock, so to speak.
I guess what really strikes me the most, is hobby rocketry’s
incredible legacy of safety. Clearly, credit is due to the rocketry
founders who put in place the guidelines, safety codes and most
of all, instilled a mind set that has endured and survived the test
of time.
So, to all the “old fart” rocketeers out there… Thank you!
We are now the keeper’s of this legacy. As technology advances,
and impulses grow, it is prudent to review and modify (if
necessary) the guidelines, in order to maintain this unblemished
record.

Coast Rocketry
For all your Rocketry Needs !!!

Photo Courtesy of Mike Dolan

We are proud to be stocking dealers of the following great product lines:

Acme Aero Pack Aerotech Estes LOC/Precision
Public Missiles Ltd.
We do actually carry stock of a wide variety of the products advertised on
our page. As we grow, we are adding more product lines. If we don't have
the item in stock we'll be more than happy to place a special order for you,
and tell you a realistic delivery time for your order.

For Great Service and Pricing Visit us at

WWW.COASTROCKETRY.COM
Visa and Mastercard Welcome
Shipping at Cost: Enjoy our excellent Commercial rates with
Canada Post and Loomis
Phone: 604-924-2613
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… Big Chair
I’m not a big fan of elections that are decided by acclamation. I prefer that the voting
population get to know something about the guy who will be speaking on their behalf.
Although it won’t effect the outcome, I’ve included the brief resume that I prepared for the
election in the hope that knowing a bit about me might be helpful.
Here’s to the next 35 years!
Dave Ross

A bit about Me

by Dave Ross

Usually during the election process there is an opportunity to “Get to Know the Candidates”.
This never happened due to the acclaimed nature of the election, However, I think it helps to
pull a group together if we know a bit more about each other. Here then, is the Bio that I
wrote for the election.
Name:
David Brian Ross
Born:
October 1955, Quebec City
Education: St. Pat’s High 1972, UNB ‘77 B.Sc. CS (Computer Science)
Married 22 years, 2 Boys (Ian 18, Alexander 14)
Employment:
1978 – 1980 Systems Analyst, Mobil Oil Canada
1981 – 2000 Self-employed in Water/Snow sports retail, moved exclusively onto the Internet
in 1999, whereupon I sold my interest.
Present currently unemployed, (hopefully retired)
Activity:
1970 –
1971 –

Member Alberta Hang Gliding Association
Founding executive member of L’Association de Deltaplane de Quebec
Started the Quebec Hang gliding association with Pierre Verot at Bel Neiges
(north of Montreal)
1978 –
Moved to Calgary
1980 –
Founding executive member of the Alberta Windsurfing Association
1982 –
Hosted the Canadian National Windsurfing Championships (Chestermere Lake
Calgary)
1990 –
Board of Directors of the Foothills Bobsleigh Club – Equipment Manager Driver
2 man bobsled and responsible for maintaining, repairing and upgrading club
sleds.
1992 – 1998 Board of Directors of Alberta Snowboard Association
1992 - 1997 Vice-President Canadian Snowboarding Federation
Chairman of 1995 Canadian National Snowboard Championships
1995 FIS Snowboard World Cup Finals (Canada Olympic Park)
1996 FIS Snowboard World Cup (Sun Peaks)
1996 FIS Snowboard World Cup (Canada Olympic Park)
1995 –
Co-author/director of “The Canadian Snowboard Olympic selection criteria” for
Olympic Games in Negano, Japan
1997 – Chief of Race for Olympic snowboard selection Races (Nakiska)
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1999 – Quit all the above and got into rocketry…(well…. sort of.)
If anyone has any questions or comments that they would like to ask or share, I’m most easily
reached by e-mail.
Sincerely,
Dave Ross
Phone 1 (403) 239-5431
Fax 1 (403) 547-9851
E-mail albertaw@cadvision.com
URL: http://www.cadvision.com/albertaw/Home.htm

Dave Ross preps “Mustang 2”, 2x Aerotech upscale
on M1315 at Hellfire 6, Saltlake, Utah, Sept 2000.
Photo: Gary Jennings
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Angle Awareness

by Leon Kemp

How often have you seen this happen? :
“We arrived at the site, and quickly set up all of our launchers. Winds were light to moderate,
and we all wanted the highest flights we could get, so the rails and rods were all set vertical.
Most flights went of without a hitch, although the shifting winds did cause a few launches to
weathercock over the spectators (with one spectacular “bonus delay” thundering in), and also
resulted in a few ‘endurance recoveries.’”
There are a few concerns here.
First, a weather cocked flight should never go over anyone. Spectators should be positioned
at 90 degrees to the flight path, so that upwind / downwind travel will never take a flight over
them.
Second, consideration should be given to ballistic failures. Launch rods / rails should always
be angled such that a ballistic fight, even allowing for a bit of weather cocking, will land in a
predicted area. Obviously a rocket that weathercocks severely is another matter. Consideration should be given as to whether the wind is too high for a specific rocket, even though it is
fine for all others.
Third, keeping in mind where ballistic flights will land, the rails and rods can be adjusted to
have normally recovered rockets to land conveniently near-by.
Finally, be prepared to modify angles during the course of a launch. Periodically ask the questions (as a rocket is launched):

•
•
•
•

Is that flight following a safe track? Is it over the spectators?
If the recovery system fails, is the trajectory still safe? Does it land within our controlled area?
Can we adjust the rails / rods to make recovery easier, without compromising safety?
Are the winds changing? Are there rockets that are now not safe?

Remember, our first concern is to maintain a perfect safety record. With that always in mind,
we can enjoy our hobby to the fullest.

Gary Jennings TRA L3
attempt on M1419 at
UROC’s Hellfire 6, Sept
2000. Beautiful liftoff,
(Main chute deployed at
apogee along with the
drogue).
Photo: Gary Jennings
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Insurance Coverage in the Event of a Lawn Dart
A Personal Experience
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by Al McCue

What would YOUR insurance cover in the event of a lawn dart flight?
We’ve all flown rockets where the ejection charge didn’t fire properly and the rocket turned
into a great big hot lawn dart. After impact, we usually we give silent thanks that the rocket
didn’t hit anything other than the ground. We pick up all the pieces and then proceed to suck
up the pride for all the ribbing and laughter from our colleagues that we know is coming as
soon as we return to the firing line prep area.
Well my last lawn dart, a two pound rocket, hit and damaged a school roof. There was no
laughter. The impact could have been serious………
I attended the Calgary Rocketry Association Club Launch on March 17th, 2001 located at
Glenmore Christian Academy school. This was a very large club launch attended by over 80
people with 127 flights during the launch with over 15 E,F, and G powered flights.
Because of the large number of people present, the club instituted their formal Range Safety
Officer (RSO), a Launch Pad Mgr. and Launch Control Officer (LCO) which is the normal practice at larger launches. The safety officers supervised all 127 launches made during the day.
During the day I had made 5 successful model rocket flights and attempted my 6th flight with
my largest model, an AeroTech Mirage. The Mirage is a large model rocket kit. It’s 2.20 m (7’3”) high and 6.7 cm (2.6”) in diameter. It weighs 880 gm. (31 oz) without the motor. The
rocket motor selected for the flight was an AeroTech F50-4T single use motor that would produce enough thrust to propel the rocket to a projected maximum height of 200 m (650 feet).
This is the smallest recommended engine for this rocket by AeroTech.
The weight of the rocket on the pad caused the rocket angle to deflect too far to the north and
west. The launch angle was adjusted. The new launch angle was confirmed as being acceptable with the pad manager and the RSO before retiring behind the safety line to watch the
launch.
The Mirage was launched at approximately 3:45 p.m. MST. There was a normal count down 54-3-2-1. The liftoff was straight up and true. The rocket then weather-cocked westward into
the wind, which put its trajectory directly over the school building. The rocket coasted nicely to
apogee and then started its downward plunge without the benefit of an ejection charge to
separate the body tube. The entire rocket accelerated downward toward the school. The
rocket crashed hard into the roof of the school about 3 paces from the eastern edge of the
building with the nosecone nearly totally embedded into the school roof.
We sought permission from the facility caretaker to give us access to the roof to inspect the
damage to the roof and to recover the damaged rocket. The caretaker and another school
official accompanied us to the roof.
The photo shows the final resting-place of the rocket pieces. The nosecone embedded in the
rubber membrane of the school roof a full ~12 inches with no crumpling. The main rocket
body tube crumpled upon impact destroying the rocket but causing no additional damage to
the roof.
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… Lawn Dart
This was the fourth flight for this
rocket. All previous flights of this
rocket had performed normally.
A post mortem on the rocket by
senior club members showed no
obvious reasons for failure. The
paper cap on the ejection end of
the motor had blown off. There
was AP powder residue at the
ejection hole showing that the
ejection charge had fired. The
body tubing coupler that connects the two sections was not
too tight; the two sections slid
apart easily with normal hand
pressure. Further dissection of
the motor mount tubing showed
no end cap plugs left over from
previous flights that would have blocked ejection gasses. The steel mesh baffle did not have
any noticeable buildup of ejection charges from the previous flights that would have restricted
the ejection gas flow. It still remains unclear why the two sections did not separate and the
parachutes deploy if the ejection charge went off.
The immediate thoughts by the club officials present after the impact were – What’s the extent of the damage? This thought was quickly followed by, “What insurance coverage is in
place— personal coverage, club coverage, school coverage and CAR coverage?” I don’t know
about you, but before the crash I didn’t know whether my homeowner’s insurance covered
accidents caused by model rockets.
On the following Monday morning, I phoned my State Farm agent to report the accident. In the
afternoon, I was relieved to find out that they were treating the accident similar to a situation
as if my son had thrown a baseball through someone else’s window. The crash was covered
under my homeowner’s insurance under the personal liability section. Even better news to me
was that because the damage was to another person’s property, there was no deductible applicable for the claim. If the rocket had landed on the roof of my own house, then a $500 deductible would have been applicable.
I got a call from the claim adjuster on Tuesday and he said this was the first rocket impact
claim he had ever processed. They checked with head office and yes, the claim was covered
under personal liability clause of my homeowner’s insurance policy. Originally, they
thought the claim would be disallowed
There’s more information on this
because the rocket could have been defined as an aircraft, which is defined as
launch and the official incident report
anything that flies through the air. Aircraft
later in this newsletter. Also, don’t
are specifically excluded under all homemiss Dave’s Insurance article and
owner’s policies. However, there was an
news of the new CAR club policy.
exclusion to the aircraft clause to covers
model aircraft under most homeowner’s
policy, another bit of good luck.
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I asked the adjuster what the total bill that could have been covered under my claim. He said
that in a personal liability claim, the damages would have been repaired up to the full limit of
the personal liability, which was up to $1 million on my policy.
We contacted the school facility manager who had already made the repair by the Monday
afternoon. I assured him that my insurance would cover the damage for the repair and that he
should forward the repair bill as soon as he had one. The club officials also contacted the
school principle to ensure that the principle knew what happened and how quickly we wanted
to work with him and others from the school to fix the damages.
The total cost to repair the damage to the roof came in at $705. Much to my relief, the entire
roofing repair bill was covered (at no personal cost) under my homeowner’s policy. I feel extremely lucky that I had good coverage for this accident. E-mail and communications to all the
involved parties helped keep everyone abreast of the repairs and the aftermath and the necessary paperwork that was coming.
In hindsight, I feel extremely fortunate that I had good coverage in place and that everyone
involved worked quickly to resolve the issues caused by the impact. How would you or your
club’s insurance stack up if the same thing happened to you?

New CAR RSO Certification Program is Official

by Dave Ross

We have spent much time and effort, working through different possible formats and examining other RSO programs and have come up with what, we think is, the best way to satisfy
Transport Canada’s RSO certification requirements.
Many thanks are due to Max Baines, David Buhler, Gary Jennings, and Vince Chichak and
Lavina Harding for their time, hard work, and helpful suggestions. Several members of the
CAR board of directors provided excellent feedback and their suggestions have been incorporated into the current program.
Over time, Transport Canada will monitor our program, and help us ensure that it meets their
requirements. In the mean time, it is prudent for us to continue demonstrating our concern
for safety with the immediate implementation of this certification program.
For those of you who have ever acted as RSO at a launch in the past, document your experience using the “RSO Certification Applications” included in the program and submit it to us at
CAR HQ. This flying season will be used as a “Grand-fathering” period. Your launch organizer
will be looking for your certification, to satisfy Transport Canada’s “Application to launch HPR
in Canada”.
The CAR RSO Certification Program is available (1.1 meg.) for downloading from the CAR website under “Documents”, or by Canada post with a written request to CAR HQ.
If you’ve got “The Right Stuff” to RSO then fill out an application ASAP. Otherwise, the bridge
club meets on Wednesday nights.
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CAR RSO Certification Program Document Excerpt (Page 1)
(the original is formatted differently)

CAR RSO Certification Program
INTRODUCTION
Transport Canada’s “Requirements for Launching High Power Rockets In Canada” state:
10.1 Range Safety Officer Requirements
All persons performing the duties of a Range Safety Officer shall meet the qualification and
certification requirements as acceptable to Transport Canada.
It is in a spirit of cooperation and mutual respect that we at CAR have worked with representatives
of Transport Canada in preparing this certification program. It is the hope of us all, that through
these new procedures, a higher standard of safety can be achieved at every HPR launch in Canada.
This program is designed to document a flyer's experience level at HPR launches. To progress
through the 3 levels requires a flyer to acquire the ability to critique rockets prior to flight (RSO
Inspections) and assess and address all safety aspects of an active launch site. There are no multiple choice test formats that can prepare someone for the RSO task. Hence, this program is, by
design, the documentation of his/her accumulated experience.
Level 1 RSO is the entry level into active launch site management. This first level of certification
is capable of inspecting, and launching simple (not complex), motor ejection rockets of H through
L impulse inclusive.
Level 2 RSO is certified to RSO any L1, L2 or L3 rocket, complex or otherwise, and would be able
to set and organize a launch which did not include either a level 4 flight or a seriously complex L3
flight.
Level 3 RSO is certified to RSO any High Power Rocket (H through O) and would be qualified to
run any High Power Rocket launch regardless of impulse being flown.
Once a candidate has completed collecting the requirements for any given level, he/she gets the
form approved by the provincial representative of his/her area and submits the form to CAR HQ.
A member of the CAR executive is required to sign off on the application and then the candidate
will receive a new membership card indicating the new RSO certification level.
It is in the design of this program that a certified RSO, at a given level, should seldom inspect a
rocket at his current impulse level (or lower). Rather he/she should seize the opportunity to observe and instruct an apprentice RSO inspecting the rocket and sign off on their certification affidavit. In this way, currently certified RSOs can encourage others to also become certified and share
the event operation load.
It is the responsibility of the launch organizer to satisfy Transport Canada’s requirement to locate
and schedule RSOs that are properly qualified for the impulse levels being flown at his/her event.
A list of currently certified RSOs and their levels will be available from CAR HQ on a request
basis.
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(the original is formatted differently)

RSO Level 1 Description and Requirements
Certified to RSO any simple** CAR L1, L2, or L3 rocket.
REQUIREMENTS
a.

Must be CAR Level 1 certified.

b.

Must have knowledge of the following documents:
Transport Canada, Authorization Requirements for Use of Hybrid High Power Rocket
Motors.
http://www.cadvision.com/albertaw/RSOTest/Hybrid Requirements.doc

Transport Canada, Range Safety Officer Requirements.
http://www.cadvision.com/albertaw/RSOTest/RANGE SAFETY OFFICER REQUIREMENTS
(1).doc

Natural Resources-Explosives Division, The Explosives Act , sec. (s) #####
http://www.nrcan.gc.ca/mms/explosif/
Tripoli Rocketry Association, High Power Certification
http://www.tripoli.org/
Tripoli Rocketry Association, Safety Code
http://www.tripoli.org/

National Association of Rocketry, High Power Certification
http://www.nar.org/index.html
National Association of Rocketry, Safety Code
http://www.nar.org/index.html
Aeronautics Act – Definitions, Chapter A-2, Interpretation
http://www.tc.gc.ca/aviation/regserv/carac/cars/aa/aa00e.htm#aa00-03
Canadian Aviation Regulations, sec. (s) 602.43; 602.44; 602.45.
http://www.tc.gc.ca/aviation/regserv/carac/cars/cars/602e.htm#602_43
c.

This application must be approved and signed by the CAR regional representative prior to
submission to CAR HQ and must be approved by at least one CAR executive member.

d.

Must have inspected, under the supervision of the acting RSO, a minimum of 20 High Power
Rockets, at least 3 of which are of CAR Level 3 (J, K, or L impulse).

e.

Must have performed 2 LCO Tours of duty at an active HPR launch.

f.

Must be familiar with the CAR Launch Details form and the RSO checklist.

** A “simple” rocket is defined as having a single motor, single stage and using motor ejection.
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CAR RSO Certification Program Document Excerpt (Page 3)
(the original is formatted differently)

Canadian Association of Rocketry
509 Bearspaw Village Ridge
Calgary, Alberta
CANADA, T3L 2P1
hq@canadianrocketry.org

RSO Level 1 Application Form
Rocket Inspections:
Name
Date

Location

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

CAR #
Impulse
HIJKL
HIJKL
HIJKL
HIJKL
HIJKL
HIJKL
HIJKL
HIJKL
HIJKL
HIJKL
HIJKL
HIJKL
HIJKL
HIJKL
HIJKL
HIJKL
HIJKL
HIJKL
HIJKL
HIJKL

Cert. Level
RSO Cert.
Supervisor Signature

LCO Tours of duty:
I have read and understand the documents listed in the CAR RSO L1 requirements
Date

Location

Supervisor Signature

RSO Cert.

1
2
Applicant Signature: ______________________________
CAR Regional Rep: __________________

CAR HQ Authorization:___________________
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by David Buhler

We ran Sam 2000 at a different location this year, just east of Didsbury in central Alberta. The
event this year was a lot smaller than in past years but this just added another flavor to the
competition scene. As a note to those, setting up competition launches the art of knowing
when to be flexible and not seems to be an acquired skill. On the smaller launches the road is
an easy path to follow but as the launches become large you will find that clear rules at the
planning/announcement stage makes the job much easier than trying to make them up as
you go along. The Sam pre-event started by finding out the planned campground for the
night’s stay was booked full, so some camping ended up on-site…remember flexibility!
Edmonton did it!!! They took the Alberta Challenge trophy from Calgary (they stacked the
deck…. sure…. that's how they did it.) Congratulations to the Edmonton Crew. Wait till CARNAT we will get it back!!!
Saturday (Competition)
Well the day started out very well, weather wise…the second flight of the day ended in a ball of
flame when my Estes Maniac Cato’d with a D12-5, melting the whole plastic fin can. At least
this was not the last of spectacular flying parts (later though…). As with all competition
launches we have a mixture of sport flights that breakup the launch, time, write, and setup for
next contestant routine. With the competition flights I find that certain events are dominated
by all and certainly the ¼ A parachute duration event was the one of those this year. With the
low numbers participating in the competitions I opened up all the competitions from only two
allowed “good flights” to a “best of many,” this brought on the competition fever.
The best and almost first 1/4A pd flight from the Senior’s side was Dave Johnston’s. His bird
was able to find an updraft on a small hill for a near record breaking (tie) time of 2 min 35 sec.
He set the mark early on, in which we had over 22 attempts to try to beat this time and no one
was able too. Vince Chichak made a nice and simple pod launcher, which he graciously let his
competition use for the ¼ A PD event (plans were in the last issue of Earthrise). As a note
with the ¼ A motors, there was a noticeable height difference between using a rod or tower
launch compared to the piston. So competition hint, use a piston when you can. There were
many non-deployment/ stripped chute failures for both the Seniors and Juniors. Dave Johnston was handing out his winning strategy hints on parachute folding for the ¼ A event which
appeared to provide much more success.
The A boost glide event for the juniors was another hot item. The favorite glider was the Delta
Katt. Garth Illerbrun had given out these plans for the Sam 99 competition; we finally were
able to use them this year. Bethany Kemp set the pace early on with a time of 36sec. Every
time my son, Matthew, went to fly his Delta Katt, Bethany was there to check his time. Matthew eventually beat out Bethany on Sunday with a 54 sec. flight. The three Kemp girls all
competed with many Katts flying the A BG event
The senior ½ A Helicopter Duration brought out some interesting designs. Dave Johnston
brought out an older pop pod design, which worked well the first time around…. Joann and
Greg Bilodeau were trying out a flying circle design that ended up spitting two 1/4A motors
across the Hay field…looked neat…parts flying….ducking…. Darcy Mosser had a couple of high
end designs that looked like they would stay up for ever, unfortunately both became unstable
and ended up cart wheeling. My first HD model I put up failed to deploy the blades and had a
hard landing. I ended up launching a B HD bird on a mini A which brought in a time of 14-sec.
to give me first place, how did that happen??
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… SAM 2000
Sunday (Competition)
Sunday was a bit windier than Sat., which made for a bit more walking for recovery.
Darcy Mosser was waiting for someone to show up to give some competition for the SCI-FI
sport scale model he built but unfortunately no takers. Darcy flew a nicely done Thunderbird 3
model on an F50, for a beautiful flight.
There was lot of spot landing attempts, mostly by Jessica Bilodeau trying to get that one rocket
just a bit closer. Well she did with a 22 meter distance.
B Streamer Duration was lightly contested. Matthew Buhler won this event with a 99-sec. time
using dad’s random fold/slanted fold accordion method for streamer folding.
One of the most spectacular events was the D rocket glide. Out of six launches, only one was
able to survive the thrust and achieve a time. Dave Johnston was successful although in glide
mode the glider thought it was a dolphin in water. There was one loop/prang and three messy
shreds. Both Darcy Mosser's models filled the air with balsa just as burnout hit. I suffered the
same fate with mine. To close to that line, I guess we were.
Sport launches
Vince Chichak fly his Black Hawk Black Brant X model several times during the weekend all
were flawless using the BlackSky Altacc electronics. A couple of unlucky rocketeers lost their
rockets in the dense wheat and barley fields. We did eventually find one (a couple months
later) but the chute was the only recoverable item…too bad.
Dave Johnson had an Aerotech G80 motor spit loudly on the pad. After motor removal, the
delay and ejection section of the motor was blown off and there was a crack up the casing.
After the initial spit we tried two more times to ignite the motor but failed (good thing). This
goes to show if you do have what sounds like a violent spit pull the motor out and check it.
Saturday brought a lot of spectators and families out to check out the action. There were a
couple of Big Daddy drag races between Curtis Buhler, Greg Bilodeau and Dave Johnston (not
sure who won). Curtis’s daddy had an E28 itch for Curtis’s Big Daddy whooo did it rip or what!
Matthew Buhler launched his Long Shot (D12-B6) a couple of times for the only two-stage
launches of the weekend. . Saturday night I launched my PML Phobos just after the sun had
set. It was a great to actually see the flame on the way up and the after glow you never see
during the day.
We had many more launches in which I do not remember at this moment (so do not be offended if I missed yours). It was a great weekend…. except if you stayed at the campground in
town and had to listen to the “Yahoo’s getting out of the bars at 1, 2, 3, and 4 am” (Vince's
words).
Many thanks to my sister and brother-in-law, Kathy and Devon Archer, for offering both the
launch site and the campground facilities.
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Here are the competition results:

Grand Aggregate Winners
Junior

Senior

1. Matthew Buhler 680 points
2. Bethany Kemp 332 points
3. Jessica Bilodeau 272 points

1. Dave Johnston 848 points
2. David Buhler 442 points
3. Vince Chichak 84 points

Event Details
Juniors
1/4 A PD

Seniors
1/4 A PD

1. Matthew Buhler 14 sec.
2. Jessica Bilodeau 12 sec.
3. Bethany Kemp 12 sec.
B streamer
1. Matthew Buhler 99 sec.
2. Jessica Bilodeau 27 sec.
A Boost Glide
1. Matthew Buhler 54 sec.
2. Bethany Kemp 36 sec.
3. Curtis Buhler 27 sec.
Open Spot Landing
1. Jessica Bilodeau 22 meters
2. Curtis Buhler 35 meters
3. Bethany Kemp 49 meters

1. Dave Johnston 155 sec
2. Vince Chichak 102 sec.
3. Joann Bilodeau 73 sec.
1/2 A Helicopter
1. David Buhler 14 sec
2. Dave Johnston 10 sec.
D Rocket Glide
1. Dave Johnston 17 sec.
Sci-fi Sport Scale
Honorable mention Darcy Mosser
(unfortunately the only entrant but has a
beautiful Thunderbird three model)
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Juniors
Contestant

1/4A PD (sec) B Streamer (sec) A BG (sec)

Open spot landing

Jessica Bilodeau

12

22

27

Curtis Buhler

27

Matthew Buhler

14

Bethany Kemp

12

99

35

54
36

Grace Kemp

18

Sarah Kemp

18

49

Seniors
Contestant

1/4A PD (sec)

½ A HD (sec)

D RG (sec)

Greg Bilodeau

27

CAT

Joann Bilodeau

73

CAT

David Buhler

16

14

CAT

Vince Chichak

102

Dave Johnston

155

10/prang

17/lop

Leon Kemp

19

Darcy Mosser

10

CAT/CAT

CAT/CAT

Club Results
Juniors 1620 points
Edmonton 1078 points
Calgary 456 points

SCI- FI Sport

690 points
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by Wayne Gallinger

CARNAT 2001

The Calgary Rocketry Association is pleased to announce that we will be hosting the CARNAT
2001 event. This is a national model rocketry competition open to all CAR members, junior
and senior. All of the competitions will qualify for CAR records. We will also be having and amateur competition which will be open to everyone, but these competitions will not qualify for
CAR records. The dates for CARNAT 2001 will be August 22nd - 25th. The dates fall just after
the Lethbridge International Airshow which will be on the 18th and 19th. There will be a high
power demonstration launch taking place at the airshow and we are planning a one day HPR
launch for CARNAT participants on the Monday after the airshow. Tuesday will be set aside as
a travel day so anyone who would like to could take in some of the surrounding areas such as
Banff National Park. Tuesday night will be the official sign in and meet and greet and competition will begin on Wednesday morning. The planned events should take three days to complete and we have set one day as a tour day when we will be arranging tours of some of the
local facilities(Calgary Aerospace Museum, Calgary Science Centre, etc.). If we have a day of
bad weather we will do the tours on that day, if not the tours will be on the Saturday. Saturday
evening there will be an awards banquet. We are also planning to have guest speakers to give
talks during the evenings.
Not all of the details have been finalized but we wanted to let everyone know about CARNAT
2001 as soon as possible so anyone wishing to travel out here to compete would have time to
plan and build. The cost to participants will be $40.00 for seniors, $20.00 for juniors and
$10.00 for amateur competitors. These fees will include the awards banquet, meet and greet,
tours, guest speakers and of course the competitions. We will be providing more details as
they become available but at this time the planned events are as follows:
A Rocket Glide, 20 points
D Streamer Duration, 11 points
Sport Scale, 20 Points
Design Efficiency Altitude (greatest meters/NS), 10 points
C Super Roc Altitude (125cm -250cm tall) ,16 Points
D Egg loft Duration, 17 points
Set Duration ( parachute/streamer) 75 Sec, 8 points
For those that are new to the competition scene, the point ratings reflect the difficulty of the
event and rewards those that compete. e.g.. for strategy picking one or two high point events
and even just placing can be better than winning the a couple lower point events.
We hope to see you in August.
Please note the following change of address. The
location remains the same, Canada Post has
simply updated the description. The new address
as of April 1, 2001:
CAR HQ
509 Bearspaw Village Ridge
Calgary, Alberta
T3L 2P1

Fruit of the Loom HEAVY Cotton,
Sizes S, M, L, XL, and XXL
$20.00 plus $3.00 postage
(Canada Post)
Best to confirm availability of size
before sending payment.
E-mail your size request to
hq@canadianrocketry.org
Front
or Fax to (403) 547-9851
or Call Dave at (403) 239-5431
to confirm availability. If we have your size in stock we’ll gladly put it on hold for a couple of
weeks while we wait for your payment to arrive by mail. If we don’t have your size in stock,
then we’ll back order one for you and let you know how long it will take.
Don’t forget CAR HQ has a new mailing address…
Coming soon…CAR Sticker sheets, with assorted size CAR logos for assorted size rockets.

Back
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by David Buhler

Recently our club was having a few intermittent problems with continuity, being there then not,
having continuity but not firing the igniter although it tested OK even on a meter. Solution we
replace some clips and the problem went away…for a while.
On our igniter clips we added some heat shrink to accommodate the Copperhead igniters without having to add tape or the suggested Aerotech igniter clip. Some clips had the heat shrink
added on the wire side of the clip on others the heat shrink was added to the pivot side. Now
you can see the problems starting to happen. If you look at the diagram below the problem
becomes obvious. When the heat shrink is added to the wire side of the clip this forces the
current to flow through the rivet holding the clips together, as the clip is exposed to exhaust
gasses the clip corrodes and the pivot becomes sticky. The contact point between the power
(wire) side of the clip and the pivot side starts to build up resistance and reduce current flow
to a point where there is very little flow. If the clip starts to get a few 10’s of ohms resistance
this will keep most continuity circuits happy but allow for little current flow. If you have even
10 ohms that would limit the current allowed to flow through the igniter to about 1 amp, good
enough for low current igniters such as electric matches and solar igniters but not for thermalite and Copperheads. The inconsistent nature comes from the pivot side being moved and
sometimes cleaned by rocketeers but a few exhaust blasts and you are back to bad clips. So
check your clips and have less misfires and more successful first attempts.

CRA March 17th Launch and Incident Report

by Wayne Gallinger

On March 17th 2001 The Calgary Rocketry Association held it’s regularly scheduled model
rocket launch at the Glenmore Christian Academy. This launch was to turn out to be a very
active day. Bill Morgan had arranged to do a teacher’s seminar and building session in the
morning. This is an activity that we do to tie in with the Space Day activities that the CRA participates in each year. Bill, Garth Illerbrun, and myself began the day at 8:30 that morning with
the set up of the classroom at the Glenmore Christian Academy with the seminar scheduled to
begin at 9. The seminar runs through out the morning culminating with all the teachers build-
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ing their own rockets and flying them at the launch in the afternoon. This is the second year
that we have held this seminar and we had 8 teachers attending this year. Unfortunately both
the public and catholic school boards in Calgary discourage the use of model rockets in their
curriculums, a fact we are trying to change, so the teachers are mostly from private schools.
In addition to the teachers, we also had two Boy Scout, and one church group planning to attend the launch. One of these Boy Scout groups and the church group had also done building
sessions with the help of members of the CRA. The other scout group had done the rocket
building on their own but had asked for, and received permission to launch with us. This
meant that with the CRA members we could easily see up to 80 people wanting to launch.
Due to the large number of expected flyers we decided that it would be best to hold a formal
launch complete with RSO, LCO, and Pad Manager. With the launch scheduled to start at
12:30, and RSO duties being my responsibility, I left the teacher’s seminar at 12:00 to go
outside and set up the range. By the time I had the launch equipment out of my truck there
was already a crowd of about 30 people waiting for the launch to begin. The wind was, as is
usual here, coming from the west. After checking with the wind gauge we always keep with the
launch equipment the wind speed was determined to be acceptable for flying, 8 – 10 KPH.
The launch area is quite large but there is a subdivision to the east of the recovery area and I
determined that the safest area to set up the range head was in the south west corner of the
launch site. As always the primary concern in setting up the range was to insure that none of
the rockets would arc over the crowd or land outside of the recovery area and both of the
model rocket racks and the launch pads were set up with this in mind.
By 12:45 the range was ready to go complete with water buckets and brooms in case of grass
fires. I gave a safety briefing to everyone present, being sure to explain that once the range
was declared closed everyone was to stay behind the perimeter tape and that no one was to
try and recover their rockets until the range was declared open. They were also told that if they
wanted to yell out the count down it would be OK but that at launch no one was to yell out fire.
It was explained that fire was reserved for just that, a fire, launch or lift off were the proper
terms to use. With the large number of young and or first time flyers attending it was important
to demonstrate the importance of safety so everyone, including club members, had to sign in
and have their rockets inspected by the RSO before they were placed on the pad. Thanks to
the help of the CRA members that had been involved in the building sessions, the Scout leaders, and parents there was absolutely no pushing or shoving to get in line for the RSO table.
And with a total of 16 model rockets plus 4 other pads being able to be racked at a time we
were able to keep things moving along at a good pace.
The launch ran from 12:30 – 4:30 and by the end of the day we had a total of 127 flights
ranging from A to G motors with a total of 57 different flyers. All in all it was a great launch, all
of the kids had a great time. Of all the rockets launched none arced over the crowd and every
one of them was recovered within our designated recovery area. I have never attended a
launch yet that has not had some rocket failures and this was of course no exception. However of the 127 flights we only had 8 that did not perform optimally. Of these 6 were small
rockets, 4 had recovery system failures, 1 was unstable, and 1 had an engine cato. The one
that was unstable was a flying Christmas tree on a ½ A and the crowd was given a heads up
and asked to stand way back before the launch, it still landed in the recovery area away from
the crowd. The engine cato did start a small grass fire in three small areas but was seen immediately and dealt with fast enough that the biggest burn area was about the size of a
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looney. The other 2 failures were more serious. The first was an 8 motor D cluster. This rocket
was scratch built and the rocketeer did provide documentation to prove CP location and the
CG location was confirmed as being 1.5 calibers ahead of CP with motors loaded before the
rocket was allowed to fly. All of the motors were vented into the body tube and the recovery
system was strong enough to handle the ejection from all the motors. A proper wiring harness
was used to maximize the chances of all motors lighting and all motors were suppose to be
D12-7’s. The rocket launched perfectly but seemed to blow the nose cone off immediately
after engine burn out. This caused the fins to come off and a shower of parts fell well away
from the crowd. Inspection of the aftermath determined that the rocketeer had used D12-0’s
in the 4 outboard motors instead of 7’s. Discussing this with the rocketeer after the flight he
said that he didn’t realize that the 0’s would cause enough pressure in the tube to blow off the
nose cone. At the RSO table it would not have been practical to remove all of the motors to
check the delay’s, however in the future I will insist that either the RSO or another experienced
flyer check all the motors as the rocketeer is loading the rocket. It should be noted that all of
the motors did light and that the rocket was flying stable.
The 7th failure was by far the most serious. The rocket was an Aerotech Mirage flying on a F50
motor. It had already flown 4 times before with the same motor and all the previous flights
were successful. The rocket was placed on the pad using a ¼ inch launch rod (recommended
by the manufacturer). The rod was angled such that it would fly away from the crowd and that
in the event of an ejection failure it would fly towards a treed area north of the range head.
Upon launching the rocket suffered three conditions, which caused it to crash into the roof of
the school. First the rocket caused a rod whip as it left the pad, second it weather cocked severely into the wind, and third the ejection failed. If any one of these conditions had not occurred the crash would either have not happened or it would have occurred on the ground.
However, it did happen and we were now looking at our worst fear, an insurance claim. After
the flight Bill Morgan immediately went into the school to have the custodian let him on the
roof so that the damage could be assessed. After Bill gained access to the roof and inspected
the area he called Dave Ross (Car Chairman), Al McCue (the owner of the rocket), and myself
(CRA President) to come up and inspect the area. Although the body tube had crushed on
impact, the nose cone had been driven into the tar and gravel roof about 2/3rds of the length
of the nose cone. A member of the school’s administration staff was on site and she came up
to look at the damage with us. It was determined that the best course of action would be to
leave the nose cone in the hole to prevent any leaks and have a contractor look at the area
first thing Monday. A fact that many may not be aware of and SHOULD be, is that the CAR insurance policy does have a $1000.00 deductible. To all of those present on the roof that day
it did not look like the damage would exceed $1000.00. Al mentioned at this time that he
thought his homeowner’s policy would cover the repair and that he would check into it. We
took the remains of the rocket back to the launch area, less the nose cone, so that we could
inspect it in an effort to determine the cause of the ejection failure. We checked the tightness
of the coupler and it was not binding and the ejection charge had gone off on the motor. For
those of you that are not aware the Mirage uses the Aerotech ejection baffle system, we then
cut open the rocket to see if the wire mesh was plugged. The wire did have some discoloration
on it but it did not appear to be plugged. All of us that conducted the inspection of the rocket
can only think of two causes for the failure. 1) weak ejection charge in the motor Possible, 2)
plugged baffle Probable. Even though the wire mesh did not seem to be plugged it is possible
that the wire mesh had been compacted too much from previous flights to allow the proper
flow of the ejection gases.
Although it looked like we would not have to worry about a CAR insurance claim, another con-
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cern was that we would loose our launch site over the incident. With this in mind everyone
decided that we should make sure to contact the school principal as soon as possible Monday. Al also was going to make sure that he contacted his insurance company as soon as they
were open on Monday. We packed up the range and headed for home, less the overjoyed at
what had turned out to be a bad end to an otherwise great day.
Bill has always been our liaison with the school and he wasted no time in contacting the
school teacher he usually deals with, by 6:00 PM Sunday he had already spoken to her on the
phone. He then sent off an e-mail to her outlining what we were going to do about the situation and what action we would take to prevent any future problems. These had been discussed before we left the launch and included using launch rails instead of rods, not allowing
the use of this type of baffle at the school, and limiting the mass of rockets that would be allowed to fly there. Al McCue deserves praise for the way he handled the situation as well. First
thing Monday morning he contacted his insurance company, they told him that his policy
would cover the damage just as if he or his son had thrown a baseball through a window. And
best of all for him there would be no deductible since the damage was to property other than
his. He then contacted the school directly to let them know that the claim was being processed and kept Dave, Bill, and myself informed at all times. By Monday afternoon a contractor
had already done a patch on the roof, the final repair has to wait for warmer weather, and the
school’s principal had been contacted by Bill.
The damage to the roof was well in hand, however the problem with our continuing to use the
site was still up in the air. The school principal told Bill that he and the school administration
were very happy with the way both the club and Al had handled the situation. They did however have some concerns that they would be discussing and that they would get back to us as
soon as they had an answer for us. Bill told him that if they had any questions for us he and I
would be happy to come and discuss the matter with them at their convenience. We then decided that we had done all we could for the time being and that the best course of action
would be to let things stand until we heard from the school.
We did not have to wait long, by Thursday Al had the insurance claim confirmed and all the
information in the hands of the school’s principal. The principal e-mailed a response to Bill. He
and the school’s administration had decided that in light of the competent way the matter had
been handled, the good safety record we had over the previous 2 years of using the site, and
the changes we had implemented in our site use policy, they would allow us to continue using
the site until the end of the school year in June. At the end of June they will then reevaluate
the situation and decide if we will be granted further use. This school is private land in town
and would be hard to replace, we will definitely be doing our best to insure that nothing prevents us from further use of the site.
This has been an unfortunate event but it does have some positives. I have learned a lot as an
RSO, a rocketeer, and as the President of the CRA. All of us in the club now have a better understanding of the way the insurance works, and that if a bad situation should occur it is best
to deal with it promptly. Thanks to the very timely efforts of both Bill Morgan, and Al McCue
this situation was resolved in less than a week and we still have the use of our launch site.
Even more importantly there was no need to put a claim against the CAR insurance. Having
the policy is a good thing but it definitely should be used only as a last resort. All homeowner’s
and renter’s insurance does provide third party liability coverage. As long as there have not
been many claims against the policies the chances of a jump in the premiums is small, the
CAR policy however is guaranteed to go up substantially if even one claim is made.
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by Chris Blackham

All right you just went and spent 300 bucks to get that kit you have been salivating over. Now
the hard part. No not building it, getting it and the credit card bill past the wife. I have a few
tips for you guys but I warn you everyone's wife is different and these tricks may not work for
you.
Chris' Trick number 1:
Guys she can't stay mad at you, or else she would have left you how many times ( just stop to
think about that one). Fess up and tell her the truth, (ok now we all learned that a putting a
steak on your eye will prevent you from getting a black eye, try it). Man she can hit pretty good
for a girl can't she.
Chris' Trick number 2:
"It's not mine, (insert rocket buddy's name here) doesn't want his wife finding out". This works
well, right up to the time when the two wives get together and it slips out. Know what happens
now?? First your wife comes home you get the left ear chewed off. Second rocket buddy
comes over and gives you a fairly wimpy (Oh come on he can't be that strong.) shot in the gut.
Finally rocket buddies wife calls and chews off the right ear.
Chris' Trick number 3:
"I got a great deal on this". Come on what woman can resist the Sale. This one usually works,
right up until she hears you tell rocket buddy what it really cost you. Next part of this puzzle,
you are a dead man.
Chris' Trick number 4:
Buy her a present (no a J motor does not count) and give it to her for no reason. This way she'll
feel guilty she never does those things for you and the rocket is yours. This one has to work,
however after doing this once you will be obligated to do it frequently (depleting the supply of
cash for motors).
Chris' Trick number 5:
Tell her you won it in a raffle ( make up a fake ticket for your raffle). Be careful to lie when she
asks how much the ticket cost. Or tell her the truth with a little laugh in your voice. For those of
you who just got hit I'm sorry I did not know she could see through your lies, or she knows what
the little laugh means.
Chris' Trick number 6:
Tell her your Aunt (pick the craziest one) got it for you for your 13th birthday, which she
thought was last month. The real trick is to make your wife think your aunt really has gone
wacky. If you are successful you are in the clear for any purchase you want to make (at least
until the bank statement shows up).
Chris' Trick number 7:
After building it perfect, and giving it a spectacular paint job name it for her and put your favourite picture (NOT THE NUDIES!!!!) of her into the paint before the clear coat is applied. This
way you can proclaim (and I suggest you do) that no amount of money could come between
you and your wife.
Well guys that's all the tricks I have feel free to come up with more and send them to me at
valkrye_xb70@yahoo.ca. Hope this works for you, it didn't for me.
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by Dave Ross

Insurance – Liability and Responsibility – Big words with bigger implications. Like writing a
will, insurance deals with the prospect of tragedy. If speaking of death and destruction makes
you queasy, then best sit down before you read on…
I must confess it wasn’t until I bought a house that I even thought about liability, and even
then I was only concerned with someone breaking a leg on my front lawn and suing me. I
never gave much thought to the possibility that I might actually hurt someone or damage
something on someone else’s property. When I did think of it, low and behold, it was already
included in my existing coverage.
According to Estes, 95% of rocketeers do not belong to any rocketry association. It is logical to
believe that they, for the most part, have personal liability insurance, which will cover their
rocketry activities along with their other things like baseballs, footballs, hockey pucks, model
planes, and kites. If you are a minor, then you are possibly covered on your family policy. If
you own a home, then you are likely covered on your homeowner’s policy. It’s worthwhile
checking into. From the age of 18 until you buy a house, there is a good chance that you have
no liability coverage, and rely on clubs and associations for your coverage.
Personal liability insurance is a good thing. If you are unsure about your own coverage, I
would strongly suggest that you look into it.
Clubs and Associations can also be named as liable in the event of a mishap. The first order
of business for any association, regardless of their interest, is liability protection and the procurement of insurance. This is the most fundamental need of any group and the cost is typically shared by the membership, (regardless of their personal insurance positions). The fact
that the insurance might extent to the individual member’s activities is a bonus, not the raison
d’être for the policy, nor the group.
The Canadian Association of Rocketry has a liability insurance policy that relates specifically to
rocketry. It is a generic type policy that covers its members activities up to 2 million dollars
per occurrence with a $1000.00 deductible on property damage. Such policies typically exclude aircraft of any type; this exclusion has been specifically reversed.
The relatively high deductible is a clue to the fact that this policy is NOT intended to replace
broken windows, holes in school roofs, or dented cars. It is however, protection for “a Big
One”, for the lack of a better term. (Pardon me if it sounds insensitive.)
The affordable premium reflects the fact that we have never made a claim. However, if we do
ever make a claim, be forewarned that it will send a shock wave through the rocketry community, and probably put much, if not all, of our activity on hold, much as any NASA mishap shuts
down their activities for a period.
It is in our best interest to protect this coverage. Without it, organized model rocketry and
virtually all HPR will cease to exist, as we know it. CAR protects this policy by requiring that the
following conditions be met for any claim:
Flyer must be a CAR member. “Flyer” can be a CAR associated club.
Flyer must obey either the CAR model rocket safety code or the CAR HPR safety code whichever is relevant.
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Flyer must obey all Municipal, Provincial, and Federal laws.
It is prudent for CAR to expect members who have a mishap to exhaust all possible other options before submitting a claim on the CAR policy. Claims for “Small” damages to property in
the thousands or even tens of thousands of dollars will likely have only a small effect on a
homeowners insurance premium, but would have a devastating effect on CAR’s insurability
with negative repercussions across the nation, and possibly North America, for hobby rocketry.
I’m sure you have all imagined some sort of serious mishap at one time or another, and there
is a large number of possible circumstances that could result in death and/or permanent
harm. Without imagining the nightmarish details, lets skip to the end result of a death by
model rocket. Now what happens?
Personal insurance, CAR insurance, Safety codes, CAR policy and CAR procedure, Municipal,
Provincial, and Federal regulatory bodies and laws will all come into play. Circumstances will
make a huge difference regarding possible civil suits and laying blame. Yikes, Now THIS is
what CAR insurance is for!
The intangible costs associated with a claim on the CAR policy, (in this case being the potential hardship in renewal), are high. If you have personal insurance, the CAR rocketry community appreciates your claiming on it first. This is not mandatory, but it is appreciated. If you
have no personal insurance, for whatever reason, you can rest assured that the CAR policy is
there. It won’t be an easy first claim to make, but you are covered for your rocketry activities.
It seems unfair that an activity with such a terrific safety record, and a safety code that has
withstood the test of time, should be under such pressure. It is amazing that many “family”
activities, like downhill skiing or mountain biking, that kill several people a year, are still considered safe, yet rocketry with a clean record is seen as dangerous. Go figure.
The CAR policy is not intended to replace personal insurance coverage for small claims, and if
this is an important feature to you then an additional personal policy is recommended.
With that said,
CAR insurance is available in two distinct ways:
As a mandatory part of your individual membership fee.
As a CAR associated Club.
The “CAR associated club” fee is $375.00 (due April 1 of each year) This is the additional insurance premium required to have the club named as an “additional insured” on the CAR
policy. The club is then insured for its’ rocketry activities, including events such as fundraisers, and family picnics. This club membership has no number of members limit or required definition of a club member. In this way the club can invite groups such as Boy Scouts,
cubs, 4H, or science classes to participate in club sanctioned activities. It is recommended
that the club establish a “membership criteria”, even if it is only a “day membership” for these
types of invitations or events.
The club membership does NOT imply individual CAR membership for the club members NOR
does it include access to CAR programs or publications. It is basically a “model rocket, insurance only” opportunity. Any club member who wishes to fly HPR is required to join CAR sepa-
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rately if they wish to certify under the CAR system, receive Earthrise, and most recently, access
RSO certifications for HPR launches.
Fly High, Fly Safe

Program Developments for
Transport Canada Launch Safety Office

Minutes of Meeting

by Bill Wagstaff

Tuesday March 27, 2001
In attendance:
Manzur Huq – Director, General Aviation
Robert Bancroft – Launch Safety Office
David McCulloch – ERD
Constantin Matusoff – Senior Inspector of Explosives, ERD
David Ross – Chairman, Canadian Association of Rocketry
Bill Wagstaff – Director, Canadian Association of Rocketry
Michael Dennett – NAPAS
Andrew Ihnatowicz – NAPAS
Rick Dunseith – NAPAS
Opening Remarks – Manzur Huq
Director Huq opened the meeting by outlining recent organizational changes within Transport
Canada. The Canadian Launch Safety Office (CLSO) function has been moved to Ottawa, and
is now headed by Robert Bancroft as the Launch Safety Office. Robert took over this position
as of January 2001. CLSO had previously been operated out of the Transport Canada regional
office in Winnipeg to give close proximity to the Churchill launch facility. With the cessation of
launch activities at Churchill and the increasing need for legislative work to service a growing
interest in large hobby rocketry, relocation to Ottawa makes sense. Approvals for High Power
Rocket launches will still be processed regionally in the same way that they have been for the
last year, but approval for suborbital and orbital flights will be processed by the Launch Safety
Office in Ottawa.
The “Requirements for Launching High Power Rockets in Canada” document has been in effect for a couple of years now. It is suggested that this is an appropriate time to consider writing some of this material into the Canadian Aviation Regulations (CARs). To facilitate the adoption of these changes, a partnership is suggested between Transport Canada and the rocketry
community. The aim of this partnership is to be the safety, not the curtailment of rocketry.
On perhaps a slightly negative note, Manzur also mentioned that some user fees are to be
expected in future.
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Transport Canada Presentation – Robert Bancroft
Robert presented a set of slides entitled “Transport Canada General Aviation – Launch Safety
Office – Program Developments”. Topics covered were:
• Transport Canada Organization
An overview was given of Transport Canada’s corporate and business structure. The
Launch Safety Office was identified within the corporate structure. The relationship between TC Headquarters and the Regions and their individual responsibilities were presented.
• Flight 2005
This is the name for Transport Canada’s current 5 – year safety program. A booklet outlining this program was distributed to the attendees. Members can request a copy either
by calling 1-800-305-2059 or visiting the TC website at http://www.tc.gc.ca/aviation.
The program identifies operating principles and values, describes the directions for the
years 2000 – 2005, provides safety targets, and shows what the key results will be.
Themes of the program are shared commitment, risk management, delegation of authority, and consultation. The program is to be achieved through cooperation and partnership
between TC and the aviation community.
• Launch Safety Office
The move of the Launch Safety Office from Winnipeg to TC headquarters has been a time
for redefining its role. The LSO now has three primary functions:
o Development of Regulations, Standards, Policy and Procedure
o Provide functional direction to the regions
o Authorization of orbital and suborbital launches
The regional roles will be as follows:
o High Power Rocket Launch Authorizations
o Monitoring launch activities
o Providing advice and guidance on the regulations.

•

Robert identified several areas needing work at this time:
o Revise the definition of “model rocket” in the CARs in line with the current
exemption (1.5 Kg max, 160 Ns max), and add definitions of “High Power Rocket”
and “Rocketry Associations” into the CARs.
o Expand the current Launch Requirements to cover the need for qualifications
and/or certifications.
o Further develop the Launch Safety Requirements, concentrating on safety.
o Further clarify the responsibilities and roles of Transport Canada, and the role of
Natural Resources Canada.
o Expansion and review of the launch authorization process.
o Documenting the role of the Rocketry Associations in certification, launch safety,
and standards.

Both Manzur and Robert spoke on the topic of involvement of the Rocketry Associations in the
Canadian Aviation Regulations Advisory Committee (CARAC). This is the formal mechanism by
which interested parties can take part in the regulatory process.
Manzur mentioned again the expected introduction of user fees for launch authorizations. He
expressed the belief that fees will be low for hobby rocketry, but that detailed authorizations
for orbital or sub-orbital authorizations would be charged on a per-hour basis. We discussed
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how the distinction could be made between high-end hobbyists and small-scale commercial
operations.
ERD gave a quick update on their ongoing plain-language rewrite of the regulations for rocketry. He stated that they were near completion, at which CAR suggested that this would be a
good time for the portion of “Control of Model Rocketry in Canada” pertaining to model rocket
launch operations to be moved from ERD to TC responsibilities. This would bring all launch
operations under a single ministry, and hopefully into a single set of procedures. All parties
agreed that this made sense. Unfortunately, this means that Dave has a lot of work to do.
We finished by agreeing on actions for the various parties at the table. TC and ERD are to
meet to discuss their mutual division of regulatory oversight. They are also to work on production of French-language versions of the various documents pertaining to rocketry. The Rocketry Associations are to register representatives to the CARAC, and to continue work on the
certification processes for HPR flyers and for RSOs.

Junior Member HPR Certification Program

by Dave Ross

The CAR Junior Certification Program is now official. By unanimous vote the CAR executive
has chosen to implement the Junior HPR certification. The Official document posted on the
CAR website will be updated with the following details and description:
CAR Junior HPR Certification
Senior certification requires skills/knowledge in three areas:
1) Theory and knowledge
2) Construction skills
3) Motor handling, assembly, use
Junior members can participate under the first two activities. ERD Regulations prohibit junior
participation in the third category. Junior certification tests the first two areas in the same
manner that senior certifications are done: Exam for the first and airframe examination and
RSO questioning on the second.
The junior member needs to be sponsored by a senior member holding a certification of at
least the same level as that being attempted. This sponsor must be clearly aware and accept
that they are assuming full responsibility and liability for the flight as if it were their own.
Junior member writes the exam exactly the same as a senior member.
Junior member builds and preps the airframe himself or herself.
Sponsoring senior member prepares and installs the motor.
Junior member would take the rocket to the RSO for inspection, accompanied by the sponsor.
RSO examines the rocket and questions the junior member, same as for senior certification,
except would not require in-depth motor knowledge.
Flight conducted same as senior certification.
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Ages 14 to 16 - Junior member can certify CAR Level 1 and 2
Ages 16 to 18 - Junior member can certify Car Level 1, 2 and 3
When the member turns 18, they must re-fly 1 rocket at the HIGHEST certification level
achieved, selecting, building and installing the motor themselves, and if this flight is successful then they are given full certification at this level as a Senior CAR member.

The Draco Project

by Marc Ouellette

The Draco Project began two years ago, with the idea to build a 17 foot upscale of the
Astrobee-D from Aerotech and to launch it with a cluster of 5 Hypertek J hybrids... Yikes !
Draco was named after the constellation of the same name and the fact that it was the
Chinese Year of the Dragon.
After buying all my hybrids and a system capable to launch it, I changed my mind and decided
to use a safe M motor. I built Draco during the winter of 1999-2000, and after a lot of
simulation, I also cut the fins, so as to be less over-stable. In the spring of 2000, I built a
special 20 foot launch rail on a trailer specially designed to transport the launch pad and
rocket in four pieces. Pierre Laurendeau, president of A3MAQ, helped me to sand and paint
Draco with Italian laque to a super professional finish.
At completion Draco weighed 125 pounds, was 17 feet long, and had a 7.5 inch diameter. I
think that is the largest personal rocket built in Quebec and maybe in Canada. All phenolic
with two layers of fiberglass, aluminum and G-10 removable fins, 3 technical bays, three 16'
main chutes and two 6' Drogue chutes with deployment bags and 125' of car belt strap. For
the electronics: three altimeters (one adept ALTS-25, one Olsen, and one P-5) and one remote
control back-up from Missile Works.
The big trip.
At the end of June 2000, with Draco on the trailer, I went to Florida with my family for one
week and then it was of to South Carolina for the launch at LDRS.
I expected to have a lot of problems at Customs: "Sir, do you have any thing to declare?", "Yes,
only a 17 foot rocket with its launch pad." First I stopped at Canadian side of the border to
registered it, but the officer said to me: "It's impossible, because you don't have a registration
number on it, and by the way goooood luck at US Customs." US Customs was a piece-of-cake,
no questions on my trailer, nothing. Only, "Where are you going?", "How many are you?" and
bye bye.
At LDRS I worked 2 days to prep the launch pad, the electronics, the chutes, and finally my
M2500 motors.
On the July 5th, at 4:00 PM the countdown began. 5,4,3,2,1, launch !!!!!!! Draco flew like an
Estes rocket with a 8 feet blue flame, WAAAAAOUUUUU. The rocket arced over and split in two
pieces (each one with a drogue chute) at 4600' and the two main chutes of the booster also
opened at 4600' (my shear pins where too small). The sustainer main chute ejected at 1200',
but because of the large drogue chute, it only opened near the ground. The decent was to
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slow to open the main chute. The result was a small crack (3") on one airframe tube. (very
easy to repair)
Now Draco is smaller (minus 3") and ready to fly again.
I didn't certify Tripoli Level 3 but it was still a great flight and I was given the prize for "Best
Technical Project". I returned home very proud, many of my innovations worked perfectly: antizipping, launch tower, deployment bags, and removable fins.
Two months after, I received Extreme Rocketry, with my rocket on the front page and on the
centerfold. I also saw myself climbing my launch tower on the video of LDRS from Production
39 and saw lots of Draco pics with beautiful comments on the video.
High Power Rocketry used my project on their calendar (September) and talked about it in the

Gary Jennings with his
Thunderbird “Albatross”, M1419,
Hellfire 6, Bonneville Salt Flats,
Sept 2000
Photo: Gary Jennings
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LDRS issue.
It was a great adventure, but only the beginning of more big projects to reach space before my
death. Draco will fly again this summer.
I'm working now on a minimum diameter all aluminum N to N (two stages) rockoon (a rocket
launched from a balloon) to reach 100,000 feet with commercials motors. Pierre Laurendeau,
the president of A3MAQ, Jean-Simon Bourgault, and Daniel Rochette two others members of
A3MAQ are helping me on that project. Space Warp Technology (Arnold Roquerre) in the US
are providing onboard video for the project. We want to launch Summer 2002 at Black Rock.
It's really just the beginning of a dream.....
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